Note that blinders are necessary to eliminate gaps on end of run inserts.

1a Peel adhesive protector on foam and place foam in 2 locations for full height blinder or 1 location for epicenter blinder.

![Figure A: Full Height](image)

![Figure B: Epicenter Height](image)

1b In some cases where an Epicenter blinder is required, a Full Height blinder is provided instead. To convert a Full Height blinder into an Epicenter blinder, cut at notches. See Figure C.

2 For markerboard, slat wall, and slat/tack combo inserts, remove attached trim pieces before installing blinders.

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.
3a
For Veneer and Laminate inserts, lay inset on flat surface and use screw to secure blinder. Do not over tighten screws. If panel is tack board, hand tighten screw.

#6 - 3/8” Screw

*Note that it is necessary to secure blinders on the top and bottom of tile.

Figure E

3b
For markerboards, slat walls, tackboards, and slat/tack combo tiles, install the Epicenter blinders according to the figures below:

• Markerboard:
  Screw blinder into top of marker board insert.

Figure F

• Slat Wall or Slat/Tack Combo Insert:
  Locate washer 20mm from edge of slat wall. Bend washer in half into slat wall groove and screw blinder into washer.

Figure G

• Tackboard Insert:
  For tack board insert, hand turn screw into top of panel.

Figure H

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.
4. Install inserts onto Epicenter. Adjust blinders accordingly.

5. In some scenarios, Full Height blinder may be used with Epicenter inserts along with modesty panels. See Figure J.

- To do this, remove 1 tab off Full Height blinder depending on application (Figure K).
  - Cut tab off if used on left side of insert
  - Cut tab off if used on right side of insert

- Install modesty panel and Epicenter insert onto frame. Then slide blinder down onto insert and behind work surface so that modesty panel can be pushed up against blinder. See Figures L and M.